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bohemian rhapsody

01. 250754 AQUARIUS II Light Grey 2pc Sectional
02. 110501 FORMA Coffee Table

Wild and free, textural and global, the bohemian spirit represents more than just a
style. It’s a way of life. To truly understand its roots, we have to rewind back to the
50s, 60s and 70s, during the heyday of the beat generation and hippy culture.
At that time, the rules were out and self-expression was in. There was a potent sense
of wanderlust and an emphasis on all things exotic. Today, we honor that nomadic,
artistic, eclectic bohemian existence with a mix of ethnic and vintage-inspired pieces.
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01. 228126 BURTON Leather Armless Sofa
02. 228123 BURTON Leather Armless Loveseat
03. 252131 Global Traditional Taupe 63"X87" Rug

second nature
A key component of the bohemian experience is an affinity with nature. Bringing elements of the outside in through
materials like leather, wood and rattan keeps that relationship alive and thriving. Thanks to raw features and organic
details, you can make any room feel down to earth.
Another absolute essential? Plants, plants and more plants! You can’t underestimate the power of flora and
fauna to transform any space into a paradise. The more greenery you add to your scenery, the more your home
will become a bohemian haven.
01. 262996 Wall Tapestry 20"X32"
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leather forever
What separates bohemian interior design from other
spaces you’ll find is the fact that there’s a story to be
told. Every single detail is thoughtful, intentional and
personal, and pieces like this rich 100% leather chair
bring a sense of authenticity and natural beauty. It also
boasts a loungy armless silhouette that feels casual and
laidback – the perfect vibe for a boho abode.

01.
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01. 268741

Natural Woven Curved Accent Chair

01. 228121 BURTON Leather Armless Chair

woven wonder
When dreaming up a bohemian atmosphere, you have to consider that texture is a major contributing
feature. Tactile materials play an integral role in ensuring a space feels warm and inviting, and this woven
wicker chair adds all that character and more.
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01. 85249 AMOS Extension Dining Table
02. 256193 DUFFY Grey Dining Side Chair

mix it up
Part of what makes bohemian style easy to achieve is the appreciation for eclecticism. This means you can mix a
variety of looks – from modern, to rustic, to industrial – to create a space that feels layered and collected over time.
A dining room like this combines designs and plays with different colors, shapes and textures for an inviting setting.
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oasis emphasis

03.

Because so much of the bohemian vibe
revolves around a love of the outdoors, it’s
only fair and fitting to extend this style to
your backyard. The surroundings should be
lush and airy, the setting has to inspire fun
and relaxation, and the furnishings need
to make you feel completely transported.
Thanks to a generous dose of rattan, this
collection brings on the natural material and
texture, creating a sense of escape.
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04.

01. 268093 BOHO Outdoor 3pc Bistro Dining Set
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269640
269629
269630
260411

BRIGHTON Eastern King Upholstered Platform Bed
BRIGHTON Open Nightstand
BRIGHTON Door Chest
MATIAS Black 96"X132" Rug

01.
03.

02.

04.

the softer side
Many of us associate bohemian spaces with bold colors and wild patterns, but there’s another side of it all.
A softer side. Neutral tones and subdued prints can still achieve that free-spirited style. The key to making it feel
eclectic is adding unexpected touches. A textural wall hanging here, a sheepskin chair and ottoman there – even
an olive tree – bring in layers of nature that help to enrich rooms like this soothing retreat.
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243003 CALEB Queen Platform Bed w/Storage
81059 ALLEN Dresser
81060 ALLEN Nightstand
104709 Diamond Stripe Dark Grey 96"X120" Rug
243484 Ivory And Khaki Jute & Chenille Square Pouf
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finishing touches
Colorful or neutral, bold or subdued, no bohemian home is complete without the accessories.
These spaces are overflowing with an abundance of personal keepsakes and global treasures,
special souvenirs and meaningful mementoes – all of the elements that make a room feel truly
unique and one-of-a-kind. From baskets and lighting, to mirrors and vases, it’s all of those little
things that add up to create big style.

01. 242898 CALEB Nightstand
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SEE MORE OPTIONS ONLINE
Visit livingspaces.com to
check out our entire selection.
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Stay connected @livingspaces










01. 256808 GRACIE Queen Metal Panel Bed
02. 72480 BIXBY Desert Sunset 96"X132" Rug
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